Licences for Europe –
the commercial context for
broadcasters’ licensing decisions

The ACT represents the commercial broadcasting
sector in Europe:
33 media groups active in 37 European countries

What questions have we been asked to address?
“How can we ensure that Europeans have better transnational access to online music and
video services? And how do we better guarantee the continuity of these services with
subscribers moving around in Europe with their Smartphones or tablet consumers?”
Commissioner Michel Barnier, 4 Feb 2013

•

As part of this process we have been asked to explain:

 What cross-border/portable content solutions are already on the market?
 What obstacles – legal, licensing and commercial – prevent more of these
solutions being available?
 What could be done to encourage us to do more?

•

Further discussions with the Commission reveal specific areas of interest:
 Must a consumer only be permitted to access the local version of a site
[iTunes model]?
 Why can’t consumers in one EU market access online services in other
EU markets?
 Can a consumer continue to access content from their home country TV
subscription when travelling within the EU?
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Reality 2: Maximised revenue = maximum
investment in content
•

The larger ACT member companies invest a total of €15bn annually in
content. Adding the contribution of other ACT companies, public broadcasters
and smaller players – we estimate that around 40% of the €85bn turnover of
the sector is reinvested in content.

•

Significant time lag between investment in content and return on that
investment. Distribution deals are usually multi-annual.

•

Producers and broadcasters will choose the distribution strategy for each
piece of content which maximises return on the initial investment.

Reality 3: Not all content is the same or has the
same value…
•

“Content” is not interchangeable (music/books/TV/film have different market
structures and consumer expectations);

•

Within broadcasting, national language, tastes and interests vary;

•

But programme genres are key factors in determining value across markets:

•

Niche sports (ice-hockey in Nordics, rugby, cricket etc)

•

News

•

Hollywood content and US series (also format trade)

•

Content in the local language (and reflecting local humour, history,
references) is of high value

•

English language content (as the most widely spoken second language in
the EU) may have higher value across the EU than other EU languages.

Reality 4: Exclusivity and Price Differentiation
maximise revenue
The digital revolution means broadcasters adopt a multi-window, multi-platform
approach.
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Exclusivity/Revenue:
Mr. Selfridge
•

10-part period drama produced by ITV;
• Set in 1909, it tells the story of Harry
Selfridge opening London’s famous
department store.

•

High production costs (more than £1million/hour);

•

First transmission in UK on ITV in January 2013;

•

Subsequently sold to broadcasters in more than 35 countries, including Norway,
Finland, Ireland, Israel, the US, and Australia;

•

Release windows are important within major territories: e.g. in one major European
territory we have six release windows over more than twelve months (Pay
TV/TVOD… OTT/SVOD…DVD…. FTA TV… etc.);

•

Also licensed to multiple on-demand platforms (e.g. iTunes in UK and North
America), and negotiations are underway with other platforms across various
territories;

•

DVD sales also underway in some countries, with pre-sales and shipping underway
elsewhere where initial broadcast is still pending;

Release windows and territorial exclusivity are an integral part of content exploitation
strategies: allows broadcasters to try to recoup the significant and risky up-front
investment in original European content.

Reality 5: Clear linkage between demand and
services

Reality 5: Clear linkage between demand and
services
•

Total demand for transfrontier audiovisual services is estimated at €760m
annually (0.7% of EU television market).

•

But demand is uneven across the 702 markets analysed. In over 200 markets,
the value is below €10,000 p.a.

•

In others, the demand is commercially interesting – e.g., Romanian language
services in Spain or Italy are valued at over €40m p.a. Commercial
broadcasters provide services for many such expatriate groups (Pro TV
International for Romanians).

•

But even here the commercial case may be marginal – Mediaset Italia does
not gain any additional advertising revenue from its distribution deals, despite
the Italian-origin population being the third most lucrative identified by Plum.

Reality 6: Territorial distribution, linguistic
diversity + opportunities for smaller players?
•

What would the EU AV market look like where all content made available
across all borders and territorial exclusivity abandoned?
•

dominance of English language/US content;

•

monopolies/oligopolies at each point in value chain – consolidation would
take place so that players had scale necessary to purchase and exploit
rights across such a wide and diverse market;

•

this is not purely a European issue…

Answer to Commission’s questions
•

Must a consumer be referred to the local version of a site? [iTunes model]

•

Can a consumer have access to services from other markets?

Answer to Commission’s questions
•

Can a consumer continue to access content from their home country TV
subscription when travelling within the EU?
•

In principle such an approach might be possible while also maximising the
value of rights – so long as there is no leakage of rights value from one
market into another.

What is available today: an Italian visiting London
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Conclusion: Exclusive territorial distribution works
for everyone in the value chain – and ensures
sustainable investment in content
•

Consumers – have access to content in their language that fits their interests, at a
price they can afford.

•

Content Producer/Rights holders – gives them the option to generate maximum
return on their investment by segmenting rights between one or a series of
broadcasters or choosing to retain rights to exploit themselves.

•

Distributors – majority of platform operators focus on one country or territory
because it allows them to develop and exploit specialist market knowledge and
deliver brands, infrastructure, marketing, customer support that best serves
national/regional consumers.

•

Broadcasters – allows them to tailor channels to the audience – local language,
content that most appeals to the market, locally commissioned content, targeted
advertising – through a local distributor who has the market knowledge and
expertise to deliver their channels to the audience.

•

Advertisers – advertising is the biggest single revenue stream for European
television and is highly national (as products are different). Channels that are not
targeted at national markets are of very little value to advertisers.
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